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Dragons of China Picture Book, a children's book about dragons, is a fascinating window into the

world of dragons in Chinese and other Asian cultures with beautiful images and insightful

descriptions. Written by Christina Huo, "Dragons of China Picture Book" is the first in her "Chinese

Culture for Kids" series for children of all ages.Christina Huo grew up in China and now lives with

her husband and daughter in England. What began as a creative way of introducing her daughter to

Chinese culture has now become a series of picture books to introduce other children to the many

wonders of China. Inside "DRAGONS OF CHINA PICTURE BOOK":What do dragons look

like?Dragons and EmperorsDragon Kings and SubjectsDragon ChildrenIs the Dragon only an

imaginary creature?Dragons in Chinese Festivals - Dragon Boat FestivalAn excellent start to

Christina Huo's Chinese Culture for Kids series, full of incredible dragon pictures.For news of

upcoming releases in the series visit http://www.chinakidsbooks.com
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Since I was born in the Chinese year of the Metal Dragon, I have some interest in these interesting

creatures. Looking at the chart of characteristics for people born in the Year of the Dragon



http://www.chinesezodiac.com/dragon.php, I find I share many of the characteristics. Therefore, I

was attracted to Christina HuoÃ¢Â€Â™s DRAGONS OF CHINA PICTURE BOOK.The book itself is

beautifully illustrated. It tells the history of dragons in Chinese culture, the types of dragons, and the

relationship between dragons and rulers. Dragons are an integral part of Chinese art in both

sculpture and paintings. They are used to decorate buildings, clothing, jewelry, and tableware.

Every year, dragons are a part of the Chinese New Year celebration. Although it is a quick read,

DRAGONS OF CHINA PICTURE BOOK provides a thorough, concise introduction to Chinese

dragons. While children might be interested in most of the pictures, this book is for adults. This book

was a free  download.

I studied Chinese art many years ago and my partner is obsessed with dragons (to put it mildly), so I

was really interested to read this book. Thankfully, I was not in the least disappointed. Unlike some

of the obscure Chinese art history I studied, this book clearly explains the important place dragons

hold in Chinese culture and makes the core concepts accessible. The images are amazing and I

also really appreciated the diversity, from photos of ceramics and instruments, to architecture, wall

hangings and more. If you're at all interested in either dragons or Chinese culture, then you really

should get this book.

If you want to learn anything about dragons and their history this is the book for you. What began as

a way for Christina to teach her daughter about her native land of China she decided to publish a

series of children's books on Chinese culture so other children can also learn about the wonders of

China. Even though this book is intended for children I learned a lot about dragons. The pictures are

amazing. Just those alone are worth buying the book. I am looking forward to reading the rest of the

books in the series.

My kid wanted to know about the elaborate Chinese dragons in a dance she saw, so I found this

book. We both learned about the mythology, Chinese emperors, the types of dragons, the children

of dragons and the dances. Lots of great images throughout, too. Now she wants to try a dragon

fruit!

I've often seen dragons in our local Chinese New Year parade and seen them on chinese artifacts

but knew very little about them. This was a great primer. The author took us the through the places

we might see dragons, the history and meaning behind them (they have 9 sons/powers). Although



this books is for children, I found it a quick and very interesting read, and an older child would love

it.

This ebook lives up to its title. I found it very interesting and fun to read.The book contains quite a lot

of detail about Chinese dragons and the roles they play in Chinese culture.I think this book is great

for kids and adults interested in learning about dragons in China.

This is a great little book that dives the reader into the whole new world of.. Dragons! A perfect book

for your kids, or for anyone looking to learn more about dragons. The book is fun and filled with

interesting facts that will entertain your loved ones. Oh.. and I had to mention that the pictures are

amazing! Highly recommended!

I had no idea that the dragon was so prominent in the Chinese culture. This book is very interesting

with lots of high quality pictures and dragon facts. I would recommend this book for children or

adults. I think kids would particularly enjoy the pictures and dragon related theme of this book.
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